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The Shadows - synopsis
In this Phillip Banks conspiracy thriller we are offered a glimpse into
the world of private banking and the plans and motivations of those
who rule the world: The Shadows.

‘IAN FLEMING’ MEETS ‘HOUSE OF CARDS’
A BOOK ABOUT POWER – WHAT ARE THEY PLANNING?
Now forty and a rising star in one of London’s oldest banks, Phillip Banks is tasked with the acquisition of a Swiss
pharmaceutical firm. He flys to Zurich to meet the owner, Milo, a man fascinated by butterflies and their ability to
predict the future. Milo isn’t interested in selling his firm and Banks is forced to consider what he need do to gain
control.
Meanwhile he is told to take a wife, if he wishes to progress deeper into the elusive sect of the Varangian Guard. He
is a confirmed bachelor until he meets with his best friend’s fiance – a raven haired beauty call Zara.
As Banks travels far and wide, from Arctic Norway to the deserts of Saudi Arabia, he contrives expert plots to
achieve his ends, but how well does he know himself?
In this cautionary tale of the not too distant future Robert Salisbury draws into question The Shadows and their right
to anonymity.

‘Our aim is the creation of a highly talented but helplessly dependent population.'
[Varangian Code]

'He who breathes freedom shall inherit the lungs of a slave'
[Lord Martin]
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Author: Robert Salisbury
British born author Robert Salisbury is a London Equity Dealer turned Whistle Blower who writes about power
and corruption in his conspiracy thrillers through his character Phillip Banks. A former Radio National ABC's
Playwright in residence, with stage plays, a musical, radio sitcom and children's book to his name, he now
courts controversial issues at his Sydney Think Tank – TILT ORG.

Promotion: Social Media – Youtube channel, Instagram, Twitter, Facebook, PRESS - local free press
+ nationals / Websites / www.diedollardie.com / robertsalisbury.com / limebooks.com.au Book Trailer - Youtube /
Social Media – diedollardie.wordpress.com Radio - Interviews in Australia & UK

For author talks or inteviews Email: Emily Burnham - 2limebooks@gmail.com
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